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The correlated polar semimetal Ca3Ru2O7 exhibits a rich phase diagram including two magnetic
transitions (TN=56 K and TC=48 K) with the appearance of an insulating-like pseudogap (at TC).
In addition, there is a crossover back to metallic behavior at T ∗=30 K, the origin of which is still
under debate. We utilized ultrafast optical pump optical probe spectroscopy to investigate quasi-
particle dynamics as a function of temperature in this enigmatic quantum material. We identify
two dynamical processes, both of which are influenced by the onset of the pseudogap. This includes
electron-phonon relaxation and, below TC , the onset of a phonon bottleneck hindering the relaxation
of quasiparticles across the pseudogap. We introduce a gap-modified two-temperature model to de-
scribe the temperature dependence of electron-phonon thermalization, and use the Rothwarf-Taylor
to model the phonon bottleneck. In conjunction with density functional theory, our experimental
results synergistically reveal the origin of the T -dependent pseudogap. Further, our data and anal-
ysis indicate that T ∗ emerges as a natural consequence of T -dependent gapping out of carriers, and
does not correspond to a separate electronic transition. Our results highlight the value of low fluence
ultrafast optics as a sensitive probe of low energy electronic structure, thermodynamic parameters,
and transport properties of Ruddlesden-Popper ruthenates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ruddlesden-Popper ruthenates have received tremen-
dous research interest since the discovery of superconduc-
tivity in Sr2RuO4, which is the only non-copper-based
superconductor isostructural to La2−x(Sr,Ba)xCuO4

1,2.
Previous studies on Ca3Ru2O7 (space group Bb21m, Fig.
1(a)) have revealed a rich interplay between spin, lat-
tice and electronic degrees of freedom3–8. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), between TC=48 K and TN=56 K, the spins in
Ca3Ru2O7 align ferromagnetically within the a-b plane
and antiferromagnetically (AFM) along c-axis, with the
spins oriented along the a-axis (AFM-a). At TC=48 K,
the resistivity begins to display insulating behavior and
the spins align along the b-axis (AFM-b)6, with metallic
resistivity reemerging below T ∗=30 K4,5,7.

The electronic structure changes of Ca3Ru2O7 at TC
and T ∗ require further clarification. TC was previ-
ously thought to correspond to a Mott-like transition5,9,
however, the observation of a partial gap opening near
EF points to a Fermi surface (FS) instability10, which
suggests the appearance of a density wave4,11, despite
the unusual redistribution of optical spectral weight.
While a density wave has not been directly observed in
Ca3Ru2O7, this scenario may offer new opportunities to
study the emergence of charge and spin density waves in
the isostructural bilayer cuprates (see Fig. 1(a)). Re-
cently, a Lifshitz transition was proposed as the origin of
the resistivity crossover at T ∗12.

The interactions between strongly correlated degrees of

freedom are often more easily disentangled when studied
on their natural timescales, motivating dynamical stud-
ies of Ca3Ru2O7 in the time domain. Optical pump op-
tical probe (OPOP) spectroscopy has been used to study
the relaxation dynamics of photoexcited quasiparticles
(QPs) in a variety of materials 13–19. The versatility
of this technique derives from its extreme sensitivity to
the formation of small gaps in the electronic density of
states (DOS) near the Fermi energy EF . The presence
of a gap can be inferred from the temperature and pump
fluence dependence of the QP relaxation dynamics, and
may result in an increase of the relaxation time by several
orders of magnitude. OPOP complements conventional
frequency domain techniques in characterizing the low
energy electronic structure of quantum materials.

In this study, we investigate quasiparticle dynamics in
Ca3Ru2O7 using OPOP spectroscopy. Our data reveals
the development of a pseudogap that dramatically al-
ters the relaxation dynamics, slowing down the electron-
phonon relaxation near Fermi surface, giving rise to a new
relaxation component related to a phonon bottleneck as-
sociated with above-gap QP excitations. The coexistence
of both relaxation channels with comparable strength in
one material is unexpectedly rare, making Ca3Ru2O7 a
unique platform to study quasiparticle dynamics affected
by both the pseudogap and Fermi surface. Analysis with
a T -dependent DOS shows that the crossover at T ∗ can
be explained as a consequence of the T -dependent gap
that opens at TC , without invoking a separate electronic
transition, simplifying the understanding of the phase di-
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Figure 1: (a) Atomic structure of Ca3Ru2O7 with a Bb21m
space group. Ca, Ru, and O atoms are labeled in blue, brown
and red, respectively. (b) DC resistivity of Ca3Ru2O7 in the
a-b plane4. Regions with different colors represent different
behaviors emerging at low temperature. PM stands for para-
magnetic phase. The red line is a fit based on T -dependent
carrier concentration and scattering rate discussed later. (c)
Temperature dependent OPOP data on Ca3Ru2O7. Four dis-
tinct relaxation processes are clearly observed at various tem-
peratures, color-coded to match the resistivity phase diagram
in (b). Black lines are fits using the multi-exponential decay
model described in the text.

agram of Ca3Ru2O7.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Optical Pump-Probe Spectroscopy

Single crystals of Ca3Ru2O7 were grown using
the floating zone method. OPOP measurements on
Ca3Ru2O7 used 25 fs laser pulses centered at 800 nm
with a repetition rate of 209 kHz. The pump fluence was
fixed at 2 µJ/cm2 for all reported measurements to en-
sure minimal sample heating. The sample temperature
change is determined to be less than 1 K under exper-
imental temperature >20 K, which increases to 7 K at
the lowest experimental temperature 10 K (see inset of

Fig.7(b) and analysis in Sec. III.D). The probe fluence
was 1 µJ/cm2. Due to the low repetition rate, the system
was able to fully relax back to ground state before each
pump pulse. A probe fluence dependence test verified
there was no probe induced effect. The cross polarized
pump and probe beams were focused on to the sample
to 1/e2 spot diameters of 70 µm and 40 µm respectively.
The data were collected from large, flat areas of samples
cleaved in the a-b plane. A continuous flow liquid Helium
optical cryostat was used for temperature control.

B. Time-Domian Thermoreflectance

Time-Domain Thermoreflectance (TDTR) measure-
ments were carried out on aluminum coated Ca3Ru2O7

as a function of temperature using 100 fs laser pulses at
800 nm with a repetition rate of 80 MHz.20,21 The pump
was frequency doubled by a BiBO crystal and focused
down to 20 µm of 1/e2 spot diameter, while probe at
800 nm had a spot size of 10 µm. The pump beam was
modulated with an electro-optic modulator operating at
4.95 MHz.

C. Density Functional Theory Calculations

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
performed with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerh of exchange-
correlation functional revised for solids22,23 as imple-
mented in the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package24

with the projector-augmented wave method25 to treat
the core and valence electrons using the following elec-
tronic configurations 3s2 3p6 4s2 (Ca), 5s2 4d6 (Ru),
and 2s2 2p4 (O), and a 500 eV plane wave cutoff. Elec-
tron correlations in Ru-4d electrons were treated using
the Hubbard-U (Ueff = 1.2 eV) method within the Du-
darev formalism26. Spin-polarized calculations with non-
collinear AFM-b and AFM-a spin order were imposed on
the Ru atoms. A 7 × 7 × 5 Monkhorst-Pack k-point
mesh27 and Gaussian smearing (20 meV width) was used
for the Brillouin zone (BZ) sampling and integrations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Quasiparticle Relaxations Dynamics in
Ca3Ru2O7

Figure 1(c) shows the T -dependence of the photoin-
duced change in fractional reflectivity ∆R/R as a func-
tion of time from 66 K to 10 K. The data are plotted on a
logarithmic x-scale with time zero shifted to 1 ps for bet-
ter visualization. The temporal resolution is 25 fs. Above
66 K, the dynamics are only weakly T -dependent (For
complete dataset, see Supplementary Sec. I28). Above
TC , the relaxation is biexponential, consisting of a large,
fast component that relaxes on a subpicosecond timescale
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Figure 2: (a) Temperature dependence of the electron-phonon thermalization time constant τd1. The inset shows a magnified
plot on the non-zero values of τd1 at high temperatures. (b) Temperature dependence of DOS near EF obtained from TTM
analysis (left panel). DOS for AFM-a and AFM-b ground states predicted by DFT. (right panel) (c) Electronic heat capacity
heat from TTM calculation. The inset shows the temperature dependent electron-phonon coupling constant near the Fermi
surface used for TTM analysis. (d) Amplitude of electron-phonon thermalization dynamics A1 as a function of temperature.
The fit takes values in from the DOS in (b) and the electronic specific heat yielded from (a) and shown in (c). The inset shows
the electronic temperature change upon optical pump.

and a small, slow component that persists beyond the
measurement window of 500 ps. Near TN , between 58 K
and 54 K, the fast component slows and the slow com-
ponent becomes faster, marking the PM to AFM-a tran-
sition. At TC , between 48 K and 47 K, the maximum
signal amplitude increases by a factor of three and the
relaxation dynamics become triexponential, with a new
relaxation process emerging on an intermediate timescale
of nearly 100 ps. These abrupt changes to the dynamics
mark the first order transition to the partially gapped
low temperature phase5. Cooling from 47 K to 10 K,
the fast component first becomes faster then slows down,
showing a minimum signal amplitude at 10 ps near T ∗.

We fit the data to a multiexponential function of the
form16:

∆R

R
(t) = f(t)×(A1e

−t/τd1 +A2e
−t/τd2 +A3e

−t/τd3) (1)

Where f(t) = r×( 1
2 + 1

2erf(
√

2(t−t0)/τp))+(1−r)×(1−
e−(t−t0)/τr )). In f(t), the first term containing the error
function represents the cross-correlation of the pump and
probe pulses with a T -independent pulse duration, τp.
The second term containing τr represents the slow rise
dynamics that onset mainly below TC . r and 1 − r are

weights for above two contributions, respectively. The
main term, which contains three strongly T -dependent
exponential decays, is the focus of our analysis. Detailed
analysis shows that the fast component A1, τd1 and the
new component A2, τd2 emerging below TC are associated
with QP dynamics near EF . The slow component A3, τd3

arises from the thermal dissipation of pump induced en-
ergy.

B. The fast relaxation component

We first focus on the fast relaxation component A1

and τd1. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the time constant of
this fast component is sub-picosecond at high tempera-
tures and slows down upon approaching TC . Within this
temperature range, Ca3Ru2O7 exhibits metallic behavior
( dρdT > 0) as shown by Fig. 1(b). Following photoexcita-
tion, the fast relaxation dynamics of metals are governed
by electron-phonon (e-ph) thermalization, which can be
described using the two-temperature model (TTM)16,29.
A central assumption of the TTM is electron-electron (e-
e) scattering is much faster than electron-phonon (e-ph)
scattering. Thus, the photoexcited electron subsystem
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Figure 3: (a) Band structure and DOS in AFM-a state,
which is the ground state of Ca3Ru2O7 above TC . (b) Band
structure and DOS in AFM-b state, which is the ground state
of Ca3Ru2O7 below TC . A suppression of DOS is observed
compared to AFM-a state in DOS near EF . The minimum
point of this dip locates at ∼ 7 meV above EF .
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Figure 4: 1/(n + p) and 1/τ extracted from the pseudogap
crossover region between T ∗ and TC .

can almost immediately be described with an elevated
electronic temperature Te. Subsequently, e-ph thermal-
ization increases the lattice temperature (Tl), until a
quasiequilibrium is reached between the two subsystems.

The e-ph thermalization time constant in the TTM
is given by τe−ph = 1

g
CeCl
Ce+Cl

, where g(T ) is the e-ph

coupling function, Ce and Cl are the specific heats for
the electron and lattice subsystems, respectively. Typi-
cally, Cl � Ce at high temperatures. On approaching 0
K, Ce = γT and Cl = βT 3 , with γ=1.7 mJ/molRuK2

and β=0.14 mJ/molRuK4 for Ca3Ru2O7
7. At the lowest

temperature (10 K) of this OPOP study, Ce=17�140
mJ/molRuK=Cl. Thus, the e-ph thermalization time at
all temperatures can be further simplified as:

τe−ph ≈
Ce
g

(2)

We approximate g(T ) for Ca3Ru2O7 using an expres-
sion valid for simple metals g(T ) = dG(T )/dT,G(T ) =

4g∞(T/θD)5
∫ θD/T

0
x4

ex−1dx
16. The Debye temperature

θD=437 K (For calculations, see Supplementary Sec.
II28), leaving the constant g∞ as the only free param-
eter. The T -dependence of g(T ) is plotted in the inset
of Fig. 2(c). Assuming a T -independent Ce in this tem-
perature range, a fit to τd1 above TC , shown in the inset
of Fig. 2(a), agrees well with our data, supporting the
TTM description of the dynamics above TC .

To account for changes in e-ph thermalization dynam-
ics in the vicinity of TC (e.g. both the lifetime and
amplitude) we study the effect of a gap on the e-ph
relaxation time by considering a phenomenological T -
dependent DOS of the form:

De(ε) = D0 +D1e
− ε2

w2
1 [1− ∆(T )

∆0
e
− (ε−ε′)2

w2
2 ] (3)

The summation of a constant, D0, and a Gaussian with
width w1 is often used to describe the DOS of cor-
related metals.16 The term in the square brackets de-
scribes the reduction in the DOS due to the opening
of a gap, with a BCS-like temperature dependent be-

havior, ∆(T ) = ∆0tanh2.2
√

TC
T − 1, where ∆(T ) is the

temperature dependent gap size, and ∆0 is the gap
size at 0 K. The Gaussian centered at ε′ with width
w2 approximates the shape of the DOS reduction due
to the gap opening. The electronic specific heat can
then be derived from the electronic DOS near EF by
Ce = ∂

∂T

∫∞
−∞ εDe(ε, T )f(ε, T )dε, ε = E − EF , ignoring

the weak temperature dependence of EF .
Allowing the parameters of the model DOS Eq.3 to

vary, we fit τd1 using Eq.2 for all temperatures. The fit,
plotted in Fig. 2(a), reproduces the behavior down to
∼40 K, including the slow down as cooling down to TC ,
the sudden jump at TC and the subsequent drop below
TC . The deviation of the fit below ∼40 K signifies the
failure of the TTM at very low temperatures, which is
quite general in TTM analysis because the timescale of
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Figure 5: T -dependent rise time τr in Ca3Ru2O7. The sig-
nificant increase below TC signifies the strong phonon bottle-
neck regime.

e-e thermalization slows down and becomes comparable
to the timescale of e-ph thermalization at low T 16. The
extracted DOS described by Eq.3 and the resulting elec-
tronic specific heat Ce are plotted in Figs. 2(b) left panel
and (c) respectively, with parameters of w1=6.3±0.3
meV, ε′=4±2 meV, w2=4±2 meV. In addition, we would
like to point out that a gap below the Fermi level fails to
fit the experimental data. The gap in DOS centered at
4±2 meV qualitatively agrees with 8 meV gap observed
by ARPES10.

To further explore the emergence of the gap in the
electronic density-of-states in the AFM-b ground state
below TC , we performed electronic structure calculations
using density functional theory with static correlations
(DFT+U+SOC), as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2(b)
and Fig. 3. We find that, the DOS in AFM-a state ex-
hibits a peak feature near EF , which qualitatively agrees
with our single Gaussian shape of DOS above TC . It
also should be noted that the DOS extracted from the
fast relaxation dynamics under TTM only captures the
dynamics of electrons near EF within the thermal acti-
vation energy scale kBT . Thus, our measurement is not
sensitive to the electronic states far away from EF . This
explains the differences between the calculations and our
model DOS away from EF . For the AFM-b ground state
below TC , band structure and DOS by DFT calculations
predict a dip feature near EF with a minimum position at
∼7 meV. This is consistent with the T -dependent DOS
obtained using TTM, where a dip feature centered at
4±2 meV shows up as approaching 0 K. The position of
this feature yielded by DFT and TTM analysis qualita-
tively agree well with each other. The computed band
structures for both AFM-a and AFM-b states (shown in
Fig. 3) share key features in common with established
experimental results. Prominent and relatively flat bands
connect M and M’ near EF , qualitatively reproducing the
square Fermi surface observed in ARPES10. The gap pri-
marily affects the dispersions of bands in the vicinity of
M and M’, resulting in a Fermi surface crossings along
M-M’ with holelike dispersion near M and electronlike

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) A finite amplitude for A2 emerges below
TC=48 K. The R-T fit yields a BCS-like gap with gap size of
7.1±0.2 meV at 0 K. The inset shows the T -dependence of the
gap size ∆/∆0.(b) Time constant τd2 of QP relaxation dynam-
ics. The R-T fit reveals a consistent gap size of ∆0=7.1±0.2
meV and α = 2.39 × 10−8 < 52

θ3
D
Tmin

= 6.23 × 10−8.

dispersion near M’. These mimic the electron and hole
pockets detected by quantum oscillations at the same
locations11.

In addition, the transient amplitude A1 can be mod-
eled with the TTM by considering the number density of
thermally activated electrons16:

A1 ∝ nT ′e−nTe =

∫ ∞
0

De(ε, T
′
e)f(ε, T ′e)−De(ε, Te)f(ε, Te)dε

(4)
The electronic temperature after photoexcitation T ′e is

determined by ∆U =
∫ T ′e
Te
CedT , with deposited energy

density ∆U . Equation (4) considers both changes in DOS
and carrier population. The transient electronic tem-
perature change ∆Te, plotted in the inset of Fig. 2(d),
is substantial, thus a transient suppression of the gap
and a corresponding change in De(ε, T ) at Te and T ′e in
Eq.4 must be considered in order to reproduce the T -
dependence of A1. Taking De(ε, T ) from Fig. 2(b), the
fit to A1 using Eq.4 is shown in Fig. 2(d). The excellent
fit captures all characteristics over the entire tempera-
ture range of the measurement, which strongly suggests
that the TTM model captures essential features of the
role of the pseudogap in determining the e-ph thermaliza-
tion. In addition, we also point out that the phonon bot-
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tleneck picture described later by the Rothwarf-Taylor
model fails to explain this dynamics (see Supplementary
Sec. III28).

The development of the gap is expected to deplete the
free carriers in the system, resulting in an increase of
resistivity below TC . On the other hand, the decrease
in carrier scattering rate at low temperatures will re-
duce the resistivity. Using the DOS employed for the
TTM modeling, we investigate if the T -dependent car-
rier density and scattering time is responsible for the
upturn in resistivity ( dρdT < 0) between T ∗ and TC .
We approximate the population of free electrons (n),
and holes (p), to be: n =

∫∞
−∞De(ε, T )f(ε, T )dε − N1

and p =
∫∞
−∞De(ε, T )[1 − f(ε, T )]dε − N2, where N1

and N2 are populations of localized electrons and holes
near EF . The total free carriers can be written as
n+p =

∫∞
−∞De(ε, T )dε−N,N = N1+N2. The scattering

rate follows Fermi liquid behavior with impurities at low
temperatures: 1/τ ∝ T 2 +γ0. Thus, the resistivity is ex-
pressed as: ρ ∝ 1

τ(n+p) . The fits to experimental data is

plotted as red line in Fig. 1(b). The corresponding n+ p
and 1/τ are shown in Fig. 4. The quality of the fit sug-
gests the insulating behavior between T ∗ and TC arises
from the depletion of free carriers by the opening of the
pseudogap, and that the insulating to metallic resistivity
crossover at T ∗ is a crossover temperature that originates
from the competition between carrier scattering rate and
population rather than from a separate electronic transi-
tion.

C. The relaxation component emerging below TC

We now turn to the new relaxation process A2 and
τd2 that emerges below TC . In a diverse assortment of
other systems with small gaps near EF , the timescale
of the return to equilibrium is determined by the meV -
scale kinetics of electron-hole (e-h) recombination. These
kinetics may be described with the phenomenological
Rothwarf-Taylor (R-T) model31. In R-T model, the
photo-induced energy populates between QPs and high-
energy phonons (HEPs) through e-h recombination and
excitation by HEPs. The energy dissipation is deter-
mined by the escape of HEPs. If the HEP escape rate
is slow, the system will exhibit a phonon bottleneck
behavior32–35. The observation of the significant slow rise
time, τr (Fig. 5), below TC , as in Ca3Ru2O7, strongly
indicates that the system is in the strong phonon bottle-
neck regime34, which is typically explained by an increase
in scattering between hot electrons and phonons in the
presence of a gap in the electronic DOS at EF . This re-
sults in an initial excess population of HEPs compared to
the quasiequilibrium condition of the bottleneck, which
can excite more electrons across the gap15.

In the small photo excitation limit34, the R-T model
relates the density of thermally activated QPs, nT , to
the measured transient reflectivity amplitudes, A, and
relaxation rates, τ−1, as16,34,36:

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Heat capacity calculated by modeling the am-
plitude of the slow dynamics A3 with the one-dimensional
(1D) heat transport model described in the text. The
black line is obtained by calorimetry measurement from
literature.30. The inset is the temperature dependent reflec-
tivity of Ca3Ru2O7 at 800 nm used for the calculation. (b)
The thermal conductivity extracted by using the time con-
stant of the slow dynamics τd3 under 1D model (open circles)
agrees qualitatively with TDTR results (black line). The inset
is the maximum temperature change induced by optical pump
after electron-phonon thermalization given by 1D model.

nT (T ) ∝ A(T → 0)

A(T )
− 1 (5)

τ−1(T ) = Γ[δ + 2nT (T )](∆(T ) + α∆(T )T 4) (6)

where Γ, δ, and α are T -independent fitting parameters,
∆(T ) + α∆(T )T 4 describes the dependence of the high
energy phonon (HEP) decay rate on the gap size ∆, with
an upper limit of α < 52/(θ3

DTmin)36, where Tmin=10 K
is the minimum temperature of the experiment. For our
analysis, we assume a standard form of the thermal QP
density nT (T ) ∝

√
∆(T )Texp(−∆(T )/T )13,36,37 and a

BCS-like gap of the form ∆(T ) = ∆0tanh2.2
√

TC
T − 1.

The amplitude A2, and thus the thermal QP density
implied by Eq.5, can be fitted as shown in Fig. 6(a),
yielding a gap size of ∆0=7.1±0.2 meV=1.71±0.05kBTC ,
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Figure 8: Schematic of photoexcited QPs relaxation dynamics at different stages.

which is close to the BCS value of 1.76. Additionally, the
abrupt onset of slow rise dynamics, shown in Fig.5, are
most easily explained in the strong bottleneck regime of
the R-T model. Thus, we conclude that the new relax-
ation process arises from a phonon bottleneck due to the
presence of a gap in the DOS near EF . Note that the
7.1±0.2 meV gap size is in excellent agreement with 8
meV band edge shift revealed by ARPES10. However,
it is smaller than the 13 meV reported by optical spec-
troscopy measurement4, suggesting this is an indirect
gap. Using the above extracted gap size ∆(T ), the re-
laxation time τd2 is fitted by Eq.6 as shown in Fig. 6(b).
The quality of the fits confirms the presence of a BCS-
like indirect gap below TC and the associated phonon
bottleneck picture.

D. The slow relaxation component

The slow relaxation dynamics, A3 and τd3 (see Sup-
plementary Sec. I28), are analyzed as follows. After e-ph
thermalization and the escape of HEP during the phonon
bottleneck process, electron and lattice subsystems reach
a quasiequilibrium state with a temperature higher than
environment. This pump induced heat is then dissipated
away from the probe volume through thermal conduc-
tion, which has a characteristic time scale of >500 ps.
Assuming that the heat transport only occurs perpendic-
ular to the sample surface, and that the sample instantly
establishes an exponential temperature profile upon opti-
cal pumping with characteristic length same as the opti-
cal penetration depth, an one-dimensional (1D) solution
to the surface temperature evolution can be written as:

∆T =
(1−R)4πkI0

λCv
e
− 16π2k2σ

λ2Cv
t
e−

4πkz
λ |z=0 (7)

In this equation R, k=0.79, I0=2 µJ/cm2, λ=800 nm,
Cv, and σ are the reflectivity, dielectric extinction coeffi-
cient (see Supplementary Sec. II28), pump fluence, pump
wavelength, total specific heat, and thermal conductivity,
respectively. The change in reflection can be calculated

as: ∆R = R|T0+∆T (t=0ps)
T0

. The experimentally measured
(blue dots) and smoothed (black line) T -dependent re-
flectivity R are shown in the inset of Fig. 7(a). With

the above equations and A3, the 1D thermal transport
model gives total specific heat Cv of Ca3Ru2O7 as shown
by open circles in Fig. 7(a). The Cv extracted by the 1D
model qualitatively agrees well with calorimetry data30 in
both the magnitude and T -dependence, confirming that
the slow dynamics arise from thermal dissipation. The
overall temperature change due to optical heating is de-
termined to be smaller than 1 K above 30 K and increases
to ∼7 K at 10 K, as shown in the inset of Fig. 7(b).

Similarly, from the time-dependent behavior of equa-
tion (7), Cv, and relaxation time, τd3, the thermal
conductivity of Ca3Ru2O7 can be calculated as σ =
λ2Cv

16π2k2τd3
. This quantity is plotted in Fig. 7(b) us-

ing open circles. To compare with these results, Time-
Domain Thermoreflectance (TDTR) measurements were
carried out on aluminum coated Ca3Ru2O7 as a function
of temperature, as shown in Supplementary Sec. IV28.
The thermal conductivity measured on Ca3Ru2O7 by the
TDTR method is about 1.5 W/m K with very weak T -
dependence between 10 K and 80 K (black line in Fig.
7(b)), which is of a similar order of magnitude as the val-
ues given by the 1D model. Note that this 1D model
ignores the in-plane thermal transport and the possi-
ble anisotropy in thermal conductivity, hence a perfect
match to TDTR results is not expected.

IV. CONCLUSION

With above analysis, we construct a comprehensive
picture of photoexcited QPs relaxation dynamics in
Ca3Ru2O7 as schematically shown in Fig. 8. Below TC ,
optical excitation at t=0 ps increases the electronic tem-
perature, Te, leading to a wider range of occupancy near
EF , resulting in a transient suppression of the pseudo-
gap. The subsequent e-ph thermalization decreases the
electronic temperature together with a rapid recovery of
the gap on a timescale of ∼ τd1. However, the electrons
above the gap relax on a different timescale ∼ τd2 lim-
ited by the kinetics of the phonon bottleneck. After the
relaxation of these electrons back to Fermi level, the elec-
tron and lattice subsystems reach quasi-equilibrium with
a temperature slightly higher than environment. The fi-
nal slow recovery (∼ τd3) is governed by the heat dissipa-
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tion into the bulk of the sample, after which the system
returns to equilibrium.

In summary, we present the first ultrafast optical spec-
troscopic study of the pseudogap phase of Ca3Ru2O7.
The T -dependent DOS yielded from the fast e-ph ther-
malization near Fermi surface together with the phonon
bottleneck emerging below TC provide a synergistic pic-
ture of the indirect gap. From this picture, we are able
to explain the insulating to metallic crossover in resistiv-
ity at T ∗ as a natural consequence of the T -dependent
emergence of the gap, without invoking a separate elec-
tronic transition. Given the simplicity of the TTM anal-
ysis described above, the consistency between the results
yielded by the TTM on the fast dynamics and R-T model
on the new dynamics below TC is surprisingly good. As
demonstrated by this work, the incorporation of a T -
dependent DOS into the TTM can capture the influence
of a gap near EF , providing an alternative approach to
unveil the evolution of low energy electronic structure of

strongly correlated metals in the time domain.
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